
Jupiter - Actionable Marketing Initiatives For
Strategic Positioning

In this brief document, I have put together a list of
marketing suggestions which I believe are consistent with Jupiter's
vision and would help the project gain traction and visibility in the
spaces it aims to be targeting. All of these suggested items can be
easily implemented, but I will leave it to you to determine which (if
any) you wish to take action on.

I. Alternative Social Platforms

Since the success of Metis appears to be a high priority for the
project, I have kept it at the forefront of my mind when considering
potential marketing initiatives. The people most likely to
(initially) find value in Metis are those who are concerned with free
speech, anonymity and privacy. Such individuals can usually be found
in political dissident communities. Jupiter should consider
advertising on alternative social platforms like Gettr, Gab, Minds,
Parler, Poa.st, etc. There are dozens of these types of sites, but as
far as I know Jupiter has yet to advertise on any of them. Even if
paid ads are off the table due to budget restrictions, Jupiter should
at least maintain a presence on these platforms and post generic,
informative, product related videos and other content. Even sites
like 4Chan could be utilized to greater effect.

II. Video Platforms

Youtube

Jupiter has a Youtube channel obviously, but it seems as though it
could benefit from being promoted more aggressively. The channel
still only has around 600 followers, a number which is quite low when
compared with the subscriber counts of other crypto projects that
have been around a similar length of time. Promotional videos for
Jupiter applications like Metis and LEDA as well as interviews with
Sigwo should be advertised heavily, not simply shared a single time
on Jupiter's official social media. There are a plethora of video
marketing services ranging from sketchy Fiverr gigs to more
professional agencies, with a lot of mid-tier options in between. I
would not recommend promoting each and every video but would focus on
a select few which are slick, product oriented and impressive.

http://www.gettr.com
http://www.gab.com
http://www.minds.com
https://parler.com/
https://poa.st/


Odysee

Jupiter for some reason still does not have a channel on Odysee (the
platform formerly known as LBRY), Odysee is a video platform which
uses blockchain technology and is a competitor of youtube. The
platform is dedicated to free speech. Odysee is popular with
political activists of nearly every type and also attracts a
substantial amount of people from the crypto community. Its userbase
consists of exactly the demographic that Jupiter's offerings would
resonate with. Jupiter should maintain a channel on Odysee. They even
allow (or did at one time) you to sync your channel with youtube, so
that your videos will appear on Odysee automatically when you upload
to youtube. Odysee has grown immensely in popularity over the past
year.

Rumble

Rumble is another video platform worth investigating. Like Odysee, it
is also oriented to free speech but to a much lesser extent. The site
is essentially a "republican boomer" equivalent to Odysee. It
attracts a similar audience as sites like NewsMax. Jupiter should
consider having a channel on Rumble, or at the very least advertising
on one of the more popular channels.

Bitchute

Bitchute is yet another "free speech" video platform. It is devoted
to free speech, yet contains more controversial content than the
other sites. Jupiter may not wish to have its brand associated with
the site, but it is still worth mentioning as an option,given that
many users of Bitchute would likely be more interested in Metis than
the average person.

III. BPSAA

The BPSAA is "The Blockchain Privacy, Security & Adoption Alliance,"
a collaborative group of various crypto projects and entities
dedicated to privacy, anonymity, etc. Jupiter should consider joining
the BPSAA, as it aligns with Jupiter's ideals and values. The BPSAA
also offers a lot of synergistic potential for networking,
partnerships and cross-promotion between different member projects.

https://odysee.com/
https://rumble.com/
https://twitter.com/bpsaa_official


With its flagship app Metis, Jupiter can contribute a valuable and
genuinely unique niche to the collective.

IV. Sigwo

More effort should be taken to promote Sigwo and increase his
prominence in the public eye. Prominent blockchains almost always
have iconic leadership figures which the public associates with them.
Ethereum has Vitalik. Cardano has Charles Hoskinson. Ravencoin has
Tron Black. Stellar has Jed McCaleb… the list goes on. Jupiter should
use podcast publicity, press releases and especially memetics to
elevate Sigwo's standing of notability to the same mythical level as
these other individuals. A series of Jupiter memes should feature
Sigwo,and be circulated aggressively until he is just as recognizable
as other crypto stars. This "cult of personality" nod gives the
project added gravity, and the public will begin to perceive Jupiter
as being on an equal footing with some of these large, rival
enterprises. Of course, Jupiter is "the people's blockchain" so being
associated with a central figure may seem counterintuitive to that
message, but it can still be appropriate if such a figure is
positioned as a champion of the people.

If you have found this document at all useful, a JUP donation would be
appreciated.

Sincerely,

@Cryptoleer
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